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A DIMENSIONAL VIEW ON NUMERAL SYSTEMS 

Hansjakob Seiler, University of Cologne 

1. Introduction 

The Stanford Project on Language Universals began its 

activi ties in October 1967 and brought them to an end in 

August 1976. Its directors were Joseph H. Greenberg and 

Charles A. Ferguson. The Cologne Project ön Language 

Universals and Typology [with particular reference to 

functional aspects], abbreviated UNITYP, had its early 

beginnings in 1972, but deployed its full activities from 

1976 onwards and is still operating. This writer, who is 

the principal investigator, had the privilege of 

collaborating wi th the Stanford Project during spring .of 

1976. 

The following lines are intended as a small tribute of 

gratitude to Joseph H. Greenberg, and this in more than one 

sense. Not only did this writer enjoy the stimulating 

atmosphere at the Stanford Project. Ever since, he sees in 

Greenberg I s work, in i ts methodology and i ts resul ts I a 

constant source ef inspiration and of meditation for 

himself. One of the leadin"g Greenbergian ideas I that of 

implicational generalizations, has been integrated as a 

fundamental principle in the construction of continua and 

of universal dimensions as proposed by UNITYP. 

It is hoped that the following considerations on 

numeral systems will be apt to bear witness to this 

si tuation. They would be unthinkable wi thout Greenberg I s 

pioneering werk on ~Generalizations about numeral systems" 

(Greenberg 1978: 249 ff. I henceforth referred ,to as 

"Greenberg , NS). Further work on this domain and on other 

comparable domains almost inevitably leads one to the view 

that generalizations of the Greenberg type have a 

functional significance and that a dimensional framework is 

apt to bring this to the fore. This is the view on 
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linguistic behaviour as being purposeful, and on language 

as a problem- solving device. The problem consists in the 

linguistic representation of cognitive-conceptual ideas. 

The solution is represented by the corresponding linguistic 

structures in their diversitYi and the task of the linguist 

consists in reconstructing the pro gram and subprograms 

underlying the process of problem- sol ving. It is claimed 

that the construct of continua and of univeral dimensions 

makes these programs intelligible. 

2. Underlying cognitive-conceptual structure 

The idea' that numeration would represent a universal 

linguistic dimension may derive some plausibility from the 

fact that the underlying cogni ti ve - conceptual operation, 

viz. the act of counting, is of a dimensional nature. It 

involves a starting point, a recursive operation of adding 

1, and a limit number (Greenberg I NS: 253) . These 

arithmetical operations presuppose an understanding of 

something conceptually deeper, and it i8 the merit of the 

genetic epistemologist J. Piaget to have brought this to 

the fore (Piaget 1961 :277 ff.). According to hirn the 

concept of number results from a synthesis of two different 

operations, one classificatory, the other serializing in a 

spatio-temporal order. In their Principia Mathematica 

Russell and Whi tehead had defined number as the class of 

equivalent classes. This means that number i8 based on a 

term-by-term correspondence. Their example: What the twelve 

months of the year, the twelve apostles, the twelve symbols 

of the Zodiac, and the twelve Marshals of Napoleon have in 

common is precisely and only their twelve-hood, and not any 

other of their individual properties. Each element counts 

as an ari thmetic uni t, i ts particular properties remain 

outside of consideration. These classes form a hierarchy 

where the class of 12 includes the class of 11 and is 

included by the class of 13, etc. However, if elements as 

the ones mentioned in the example are viewed as stripped of 

their properties (except that of number), they become 
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indistinguishable, so that we would get the tautology 

A+A=A, instead of the intended A+A=B (i.e. 1+~=2). In order 

to distinguish these otherwise indistinguishable elements 

it is necessary to introduce ordering relationS, i.e. to 

order the elements in space or to count them, one after the 

other. 

We shall see that the combination of these two 

fundamental principles that are cognitively relevant even 

outside of language proper have their importance for 

linguistic representation as weIl. We shall distinguish 

between atoms, corresponding to the arithmetical units; 

bases that are instrumental in the packing strategy, i.e. 

in marking class inclusion; and calculatory operations as 

the explicit means for marking ordering relations. 

3. Interface cognition-language; The dim~nsion 

The more recent stages in the development of the 

dimensional model of UNI TYP have been described in Seiler 

(1986:20 ff.) and Seiler (1987:250 ff.). A universal 

dimension is a topological ordering in a continuum of 

different linguistic procedures, called techniques, all 

fulfilling the purpose of representing a common universal 

concept. In our case this universal concept is number, or 

rather: the operation of counting. The ordering is linear, 

and is determined by the formal and semantic similarities 

vs. dissimilarities of the linguistic structures 

representing the output of the techniques. Each technique 

is, in turn, constituted by a number of interacting 

continua or parameters, each comprising a certain range of 

variation: They are subdimensions within the ov~rall 

dimension. In our case the techniques are called "atoms", 

"bases", and "calculatory operations". Their respective 

parameters are presented and discussed in the corresponding 

sections. 
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Dimensions are structured by two complementary and 

conversely correlated functional principles called 

indicativity and predicativity, and a third functional 

principle called iconici ty. Indicativi ty means that the 

concept is linguistically represented by deictic means, by 

pointing it out. The technique of "atoms" is predominantly 

indicative, and their deictic character is particularly 

salient in the accompanying gestures . Predcativi ty means 

that the concept is predicated on, i.e. defined, and that 

is what "calculatory operations" do. "Bases", finally, is a 

technique that is neither predominantly deictic nor 

predominantly predicative; instead, it is a direct 

representation, based on criteria of relational similarity, 

similarity, that is, between properties of the concept and 

properties of the linguistic representation. Note that 

these three modes of representation are related to the 

three Peircian semiotic modes of representation, viz. 

index, symbol, and icon. However, in contradistinction to 

Pairce, these are not conceived of as disjunct static 

categories, but rather as dynamic principles copresent in 

every technique and in every linguistic structure, although 

with varying degrees of dominance. Dominant indicativity is 

correlated with non-dominant predicativity, and vice-versa. 

As for iconici ty I i t has i ts preferred peak at certain 

turning points where neither indicativity nor predicativity 

seem to be dominant and where often syntactic or semantic 

rules change. In numeration the area of transition around a 

base as a turning point is precisely the place where most 

irregularities are enountered. It is hoped that by 

integrating them into the dimensional framework they will 

lose some of their baffling and irrational appearance. 

4. Generalizations and their functiQnal significance 

4 . 1. 11 Atoms" 

Greenberg (NS:256) uses this term for the set of 

numerals "which receive simple lexical representations". 

These are normally the lowest numerals beginning with 
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expressions for 1 and 2. Simple lexical representations 

may, however, be a result rather than a primary criterion. 

In what follows we shall apply the term for that partiular 

set of numerals that has the highest potential of being 

recursively used in cycles or with bases. This would 

exclude bases from atoms, while they are included along 

with "simple atoms" in Greenberg (l.c.). There are examples 

of bases which, at least originally, received composi te 

lexical representation: English hundred, Old-Norse hundra~ 
< *hunda-rap, a compound with hund '100' as first, and -

rap (Gothic rapjan 'to count') 'number' as second 

member. 

Atoms are of a highly indicative-indexical character. 

This means that their representation is basically by 

pointing. Por atoms more than for any other set of numer~ls 

it is true that they "are never used without accompanying 

gestures" (Greenberg NS:256; see also the detailed account 

by Majewicz 1981:194 ff.). The obvious frame of reference 

here is consti tuted by the set of fingers of each hand, 

plus, eventually, the set of toes. It is by virtue of these 

fixed frames of reference that a direct assignment of a 

numerical value to the numeral becomes possible. There is 

no need for, and only sporadic use of, ,calculatory 

operations, and serialization is irregular: Compare 

Greenberg's exarnples of Montagnais (Athapaskan) with 7 

expressed as either (10-3) or (8-1) i 8 as (4x2) ,and 9 as 

( 1 0 - 1) (Greenberg NS: 260). In Yurok (Northern California) 

as described by R.H. Robins (1958:86 ff.; 1985:723 ff.) the 

numerals for 7,8, and 9 are obviously related to the words 

for 'index or pointing finger' (7) I 'long (third) finger I 

(8) ,and 'little finger' (9) I respectively. However~ the 

'ring finger' and the 'thurnb' have no nurnerical value and 

are thus missing out in the serialization. 

In a situation where gestures pointing to fingers and 

other parts of the body are essential in counting I the 

formal distinctiveness of the corresponding numerals is of 

minor irnportance. The extreme case, viz. complete identitiy 
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of the numerals, is cited by Greenberg (NS:257, following 

Koch-Grünberg 1928:316; see also Majewicz 1981:197) for the 

language of the Kaliana Indians in South America, where 

counting goes meyakan 1, meyakan 2, meyakan 3, meyakan 4 

wi th accompanying gestures involving fingers and toes. A 

less extreme case is presented by languages where in finger 

counting the same numerical expressions are used for such 

pairs as 1 and 6 I 2 and 7 I 3 and 8 I 4 and 9 I 5 and 10. 

These overlaps conditioned by the symmetrical shape of the 

hands seem to be quite wide-spread (Majewicz 1981:198 ff.). 

Another ~anifestation of this same tendency of weak formal 

distinctiveness of low numerals, i.e. atoms, is shown by 

partial mutual assimilation of adjacent numerals: In 

Russian, the successions of 7 sem' I 8 v6sem', and of 9 

devjat', 10 desjat' would be examples. 

A direct consequence of the indicative-deictic 

character of atoms is their close relationship to 

referential functions. In many languages, as I e. g. I in 

French, the numeral for 1 un functions also as an article. 

In Ancient Indo-European languages the ordinal series began 

with two determiners, as in Ll1e Lat.in unu~ '1st', alter, or 

alius, 'other, 2nd', and only with tertius '3rd' are we in 

the numeral series (Winter 1953: 3 ff.). We have here an 

area of convergence between the dimensions of numeration 

and determination, respectively (Seiler 1978: 301 ff.). 

Another association of low nurnerals with the referential 

system of a language is shown by their sensitivity to 

gender distinction. Thi s notoriously occurs wi th numeral s 

1,2,3, with an eventual tapering-off of the number of 

distinctions. Agreement in gender and number i8 a technique 

within the dimension of apprehension, a technique with 

strong predominance of the functional principle of 

indicativity. As I have shown (Soiler 1986:113 ff.), its 

function i5 to indicate constancy of reference. Thus I we 

find he re another convergence, viZe between numeration and 

apprehension, respectively. 
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We do not think that the set of atoms should be 

delimi ted from the set of non-atoms on the basis of a 

strict yes/no decision. The essential cri terion i8 

functional: highest potential of recursive utilization. 

Surely, by virtue of the human counting capacity these must 

be the lower numerals. The extension of this set, however, 

may vary from one language to another, and also in 

diachronie perspective. In a decimal system the numerals 

for 11-19 have a potential of recursive use which 1s not as 

high as that for numerals 1-9, yet higher than 'that of any 

further numerals. In fact, we find some of the 

"irregularities" just mentioned - "irregularities" they are 

from a one-s1dedly serializing point of view - in numerals 

from 11 to 19: Thus the succession in Welsh of 15 pymtheg 

(5+ 10), 16 un ar bymtheg (1 on (5+ 10) ), 17 dau ar bymtheg 

(2 on (5+10»,18 deunaw (2x9), 19 pedwar arbymtheg (4.on 

(5+10) (Williams 1980:40). Aseries of additive operations 

is interrupted by a multiplication in 18=(2x9). In a 

comparable 

16=(6+10), 

18=(3x6) . 

way, Breton interrupts an addititive series 

17=(7+10), 19=(9+10) by a mult1plicative 

It is certainly not by accident that such 

phenomena within the second decade occur in languages 

showing a vigesimal system. 

These are cases of counting by unsystematic 

operating, i.e. by unsystematic calculating, comparable to 

the cases formed within the series of ones. The set of non

atoms begins with systematic calculating. Transparency of 

the numeral expression may be an indicator for this. The 

cut-off point (on this notion see Greenberg, NS:272) is 

language-specific. Thus, French shows 11 onze, 12 douze, 13 

treize, 14 quatorze, 15 quinze, 16 seize w1th diminished 

transparency, but from 17 dix-sept onwards we find perfeet 

transparency (10+ 7) and a word order higher 'summand 

preceding lower summand, which suits calculatory purposes 

better than the reverse order (Greenberg, NS:274). In 

Spanish, as against French and Italian, the cut-off 1s 

between 15 quinee and 16 dieeiseis. 
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To conclude this section we might say that the set of 

atoms is functionally founded. It is linguistically 

characterized not by a single feature but by a number of 

interacting parameters, each being constituted by a certain 

range of variation. They are~ 

connection with gestures 

direct assignment of number value 

referentiality 

lack of transparency 

lack of systematic operation 

4.2. "Ba,ses" 

In Greenberg (NS:270) a base is defined as a 

seri&lized roul tiplicand 0 in El11g1i sb. 10, 100, 1000, 1000000 

are bases. We should like to retain the term p but apply it 

to a wider range of phenomena, where the decisive 

definitory criteria would again be f~nctional. 

Ba.se~t are marks of hjJ'rarchical packing. 1 Packs are 

classes of numerals J definE'€j both extensionally u viz. by 

their correspondence to numerical value. and intensionally, 

viz, by the pr~dOl'ninance of ceytain rlüe-types. Thus, in 

English WB :hi:",ve packs of tens, of h1Jndreds! etc., in French 

ws have packs of teDs, hundreds, eta., and certain packs of 

t\xJEmties; in Efik and other Kwa languages WB have packs of 

fives, twenties, and hundreds (Weimers 1973:298)" 

What are the procedures for marking a base? They are 

not normalI}' of a po1nt1ng or deictic or indicative 

ch,%!racter. Nor are tn...ey pred1catlve in th~ sense cf forr"ing 

part of a sYBtemat~c calculus. The strategy 1s based on the 

third semiotic option, the iconic. As I have shown {Seiler 

1988: 2 ":f. ) J iconic rep::resclrl'·, ~ .:.leT' ,I.S determir!,od by 

relationi~l iw.tIari 

repraesentandum and 

expression. The most 

bet",v i3< :;:n::,:)';:>e:cties 

propert e~ of the 

natural E·."!IILUe for EI 

of the 

linguistic 

pack of 

Yo 
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human body is in many instances the souree for designating 

bases. 

Api (New Hebrides) shows the following system (Dantzig 

1940:25) : 

1 tai 

2 lua 

3 tolu 

4 vari 

5 luna 'hand' 

In many is the 

obvious mark for a pack of 5. In some languages 20. is 

expressed by a phrase referring to something like 'the 

whole person' eog. Jukun (Nigeria-Cameroon borderland 

area) , which has a vigesimal system (Weimers 1973:295). 

other similia mayaiso be used for base marking. 

Greenberg (NS:272) reports the words for 'road' with valuF 

100, 'road large' wi th value 1000 I and I road largre old' 

with value 1000000 in Yuchi (Macro-Siouan). The similarity, 

here, seems to consist in spatial extension. 

These and similar cases fit into the more general 

principle that hases behave like substantives· (Greenberg 

NS~287). The corresponding base may th~n simply assume the 

meaning of 'the pack of.u.', e.g. 

la dixaine, German der Zehner, 

'the pack of ten' I French 

Greek dekas, etc. The 

syntactic behavior 1s accordingly. Thus, in Russian WB 

find, beginning wi~h 50 pjat'desjat and through 80, 

constructions where desjat represents dn eld genitive 

contrasting with the form of the simp:e numeral 10 d~~jat'. 

And likewise, beginning with 500 pjat'sot and through 900, 

censtructions including a genitive, contrasting wi th the 

form ~oo sto. 2 

A direct consequence of the 1conic origin of base 

markings i8 their often approximative numerical value 

assignrPl~nt. As I have shown (Seiler 1988: 4 ff.), iconic 
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representation is bound to be 

polyvalent as the er! teria for 

approximative and 

simiIa:ci ty exhibit 

often 

these 

very characteristicB. For base markings this means, among 

other things, that they can be reinterpreted with different 

numerical value assignments. One of the better known cases 

18 the Germanie usa of I hundred , with the value of 120 (and 

of 'thousand' with the value of 1200). It i8 the so-called 

Grosshundert 'duodecirnal or long hundred I (and 

Grosstd.fl,<C1fW.d) 0
3 In Old Icelandic tir6ett hundraJ' ten

reck011ed hundred ' (- r6edr ~ Goth. fia - rapj.an I to .recken') 

is distinguished from tolfroett b.undraJ 0 twelve -reckoned 

hund.red!" F. Sorruller {1951: 65 ff.} 1s certainly right n 

rejecting the idea cf an interfering duodecimal system. If 

,~ ware really a base of a rud duodecimal' system, 

thsT'. t.h~ nrxt h3:.se wO'iId 

for the rcinterpra 

'hundred' aB 120 seGms to 

~~ no~ 120. The ~ource 

ef thc ~ndo-Buropean dec1mal 

raptically located around 

the N'orth tir and th B~l c 

.. 
.~ se'3 

r 

also Xlug 

;' n", j, .. e . 

~·;6tze Ei~?0 

cas 

,cri:~ 

"12 

"Gross-

a part~ally v1gesimal system, 

its base being tyve with the value 20. But in fyrretyve = 
4(; tyv'S' h.a~ -l:h val11 8 cf 10 ('i.x10), and likewise in the 

tr~.r,.sparent 30 (3x10) . 50 

I 1-:2,1f. thc third,· 

r~ty , ti 
.~ • ~ , , v its 

·,la}'''' , 

n~i I 

er .. "'.:' 
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If base marking 19 essentially of an iconic origin, it 

nevertheless happens guite freguently that this origin 

becomes blurred or obI! terBted by phonological and 

morphological changes. After all, bases in numeratioa are 

used to work on, mostly in their capacity of serialized 

multiplicands (Greenberg" NS:270). This means thdt theyare 

recursively used thereby undergoi truncation ana other 

modifications. An instructi ve ca e i3 pre by 

Cahuilla, a Southern California~ uto-Az~ecan language 

(Seiler 1977:330; 1988:22). The first thirteen nuroerals are 

as follows~ 

~,",J 

1 suple 6 kWansuple 

2 wih 7 kWanwih 

3 pah 8 k'Wanpah 

4, •• wiciw 9 k W ~v. 
aJ1W~C.l w 

5 .. namakwanal) 10 name?5'umi 

1 1 
VI nameCllmi J?e 

12 
v~ 

lli:.1J{\'eCVJ,i.l.. pev~ F 

13 nalnec'im,i peta pa.,Q 

The system i8 quinar:y" Numer8;ls fror'! 6 to 9 are formed on 

the IJasis of 5 by adeL ti't'; juxtc>po";).~ tion of the digits: 

(5+'i) :: 6, (5+2) :::: 7, acc.; likewise fal: 16 = (10+(5+1»), 

etc. Nama;,:w'.5inaIJ'" 5 containS the lexeme kWanal} 'half' and, 

as Lirst element, the possessed form ior 'hand', thus: 'my 

ha.nd or my hands - heLlE' (i.8. 'half cf the fingers of my 

hands' J. This would correspond to the iconic uses for 

'hand' shown in the exa.mples pres8clted earlier in this 

section. Hut the Cahuilla expression has undergone changes: 

'My hand' i8 n~-md, but the first element in 5 is 

definitely nama-. Furthermore, there has been truncatio~ of 

namakwanaI) 5 to kW'an- in the expressions from 6 to 9. 

Namec(ulli = 10 is a base.. It cont2.1ns the lexeme cum.i-

. 'fini~ht plus, apna:rertly 'my hane.' as first element, 

thus: I (the nurnber of fingers of) rny hands-finished'. 

Again, n~-ma 'my hand I is changed, this time to name-. 

After 10 numeration follm"s a different rule, using the 
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superessive link (on this term see Greenberg NS:265) p-eta 

'on top of i t' . 

A last property of bases deri ving from their iconic 

nature has to do with the relationship of iconicity within 

a dimension. Here" the principle of iconicity roust be 

compared with the two other universal functional 

principles, that of indicativity, and that of 

predicativity. Our inquiry into the dimensions described by 

UNI TYP thus far has shown us that the principle of 

iconicity may freely combine with either of the two other 

principles, but that there is a preferred pI ace or peak of 

iconici ty where the other two principles neutralize each 

other, being about equal in force. This is usua.lly the 

place where morpho-syntactic rules change drastically, e.g. 

from nominal syntagm to verbal syntagm in the dimension of 

POSSESSION (Seiler 1983:55 ff.), or from government to 

modification in PARTICIPATION (Seiler 1984:108 ff.). It is 

furthermore the place whe~e WB find, for ans and the same 

function, a mul tipIici optior'.s in the expressive 

roeans. We terroed this critical or "catastrophic" point as 

the turning poi in ~he dimAnsion. It became apparent that 

around the J :point Ut8re i cm an'la of trans! tion 

where flonrUJ cf t;:w characte:ri stics of dominant iconici t:l 

also obta:in, vi.z. !\mlt:~ple cIVJiCE'!, and plurivalence (Seiler 

1988:12 ff.) Q 

These considerations seom to favor the view that bases 

are di,mensional turning points 'B1d that numeration i8 a 

dimension with normally more than Olle turning point. This, 

hO't'iever J ml.~ st be furttler substantüüed by highlight ng the 

operational aspects of numeration, i.8. those aspects which 

have to do W~'- th rules, and, in particular" wi th 

serlaliza'tion. 

cont:..!L ude by 

fum.::tiol:1a;i terms i8 li:ngu1::it:ic .. J} d.aractel:ized not by a 

ingle feature, but by Cl nurr.:e!' (.. ~:::,ter".ctlng par'anletEn~sJ 
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each being consti tuted by a certain range of variation. 
Here they are: 

packing 

iconic marking 

fluctuation in numerical value assign

ment; reinterpretation 

obliteration of iconicity 

marking of turning point. 

4.3. "Ca.lcula,tQry ope.raJ:ions" 

Calculatory operations are, besides atoms and bases, 

the third constitutive factor in the construction of 

numeral systems. 'I1hey are linguistically implemented by 

syntactic rules and by rules of semantic interpretatioa. 

Our interest, herB, is focused on the workings of these 

rul s wi th regard to three . aforementioned functional 

principles that are constitutive a dimension, i.B. 

indicat.tvtty, icontci t:y, aod predi.,cati vtty. We found 

atoms are characterized by predomina~t indicativity, i.B. 

by theLr direct as 8j.gnment of number val'les v by their 

referenti ity, and by their of systematic operations. 

Bo semantic ane!. syntac c rules seem to be of minor 

import here, which, of cGurse, does not mean that atoms are 

not amenable to empirical gerieralizations. As for bases, we 

found iconicity to be their prednminant characteristic, 

whieh, in turn, 18 based on criteria of relational 

similarity. As with atoms, number assignment in bases is 

direct and immediate, hut in contradistinction to atoms it 

is not effectuated by poi.nting but relies on eri teria of 

similarity. As these are subject to multiple interpretation 

and fluctuatioD, syntactic and semantic rules see·rn to 

intervene here in a rather unsystematic and 1diosyncratic 

way. 

The true domain of syntactic and semantic rules seems 

to be the domain of predominant predieativity where 

numerals are being operationally construed. The 

prototypieal manifestation of this is serialization. 
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The steps in the syntactic and semantic analysis of 

numer1cal systems have been completely outlined in 

Greenberg (NS:263 ff.), and there is little that we wish to 

add in the limits of this study. What we are pri.marily 

interested in is the workings of serialization and semanto

syntactic rules in their interaction wi th bases and wi th 

atomfl. 

4.3.1. Dir~Q1iQnali1Y 

At first sight it seems natural that serialization 

follows the course of the arithmetical operation of adding 

one, yielding continuously increasing numerical .values, 

both betere and after bases. Thus, in German we find 98 

achtundneunzig, 99 neunundneunzig, 100 hundert (=base), 101 

lmn61ert(und)eins, 102 .hundert (und)zflle.i, etco After the base 

there j.B a rule change in word ordE:.!." of the consti tuents 

trcm lower-higber (LH) to higher-lo~~r (HL). Moreovor, the 

conjunctive partiale und 18 obl.lgato be tore the base, but 

optional thereafter. BLt ser~alization continues 

progre sively. 

Now, bas9s J wa saiti. are ~arkers fer paaking or 

hierarchical classif tiOD. and serialized ordering 1s 

only pObHible withiD 0iv~n frame of hierarchical 

list a 

posi tion one step abeve 99 and one step below 101 (as, 

9.g., 98 i8 (97+1) and (99-1), It i8 a "base" in the 

Ijteral se~se, i. _ ~ base to work n and to work frcm. 4 A 

nri,ori ~nd J ogicall" there Ü; Da .;:eason why such working 

shoa1d be unidirectional, 1.e. on1y progressive. It miqht 

as weIl be regressive. However, there i8 a streng ratural 

bias f0r progressive Rerializatio1 ~hich 18 grounded in the 

fact that 1, when considered AB th~ star~ og poi~t of a~y 

numeral SYSLLffi, 18 only sive serial~zation. and 

that in the recursjcve US6 01 lowest n'Jmerals this same 

b\.at 
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Yet a regressive construction of numerals is more 

frequent and more wide - spread than is commonly assuffi0d. 

Several types may be distinguished, hut in all cf the.!':". 

regressivity is stucturally and systematically reldted to a 

base. 

The simpiest type i8 represented by subtra,r;:;;tioitl., as 

e.g. in Latin, where 18 i8 duodeviginti, .e. frorn 

twenty' and 19 i8 undeviginti 'one from tWCKlty'_ The 

minuend, viginti 20, i8 a multiple of base 10 (cf. 

Greenberg. NS:260), and the subtractive prOCE~~re 18 

continued with all the multiples up to 90; it stops with 

base 100, where 98 is nonaginta octo 'ninety-eight' and not 

*duodecentum. and analogously with 99. Note that 

subtraction works only wi th digit.::; in in::'.1'180ii;:1"tf 

neighborhood of a base, in the Latin case witb last 

two. 

Subtraction 1s found in numerous languagcs of 

e.g. Ei Yoruba (Welme.%:s 1973:289 EL;J ~"I''1ex cc..J 

e.g. 'I'unica (Haas 1941~84L in Finr:.5sh, in B1b1 ic;'1 

(Hurford 1975:136 fL), in "(:'"c,, 39) 

intrica addition an~ subtra 

ibited in the numeral tern of Yoruba (Welmcrs 1373:301 

ff.): The digits of 1 through 4 are added to 10 er any cf 

i ts multiples. The digi es from 5 to 1 are 8ubtr?ctE.d 

f1.°om the next higher 't:lUl tipie of teu. There ara nm,:' uni ts 

for 20 end 30. 40 and higher multiples of 20, through uine 

twenties, combine with an alternant form of 20 with the 

stem of the appropriate digit. Odd multiples of 10, 

beginning wi th 50 I represent subtractions fram the nex:":' 

highar mult.iple of 20. Ar, ir:r.'egulari ty is introd.uced ir~ the 

combinations for 185 through 189. These are additions to 

180. There 1s a new unit for 200,which functions a::3 2 

base. Combinations tor 190 through 1q9 are 2ubtractions of 

10 down to 1 from this unit (Welmers 1973:303). Both kinds 

of irregulari ties last mentioned may lose some of thei! 

irrational i ty when vie~N'ed in the light of a .:r1nci~lled 

fluct~ation between s~veral options in the neighborhocC of 
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bases (see 4.3.2.). Subtraction here oceurs, again, in the 
immediate neighborhood of base 200. 

Another 

"anticipatory 
ff. ) 5. If a 

type of 

counting" 

hierarchical 

regressivity 

(term used 

class or 

might be termed 

by Stampe 1976 :"602 

pack of numerals is 

delimi ted by two successive bases, one representing the 

lower-bound limit and the other the upper-bound limit, 

serialization may take either one or the other as its point 

of reference. In anticipatory counting the reference point 

is theupper-limit base, as with subtraction, but, in 

contradistinction to the latter, serialization is 

progressive. The procedure is found in the Mayan group, in 
some Finno-Ugric languages, in Danish, and presumably in 

guite a few other languages. 

Finnish combines subtraction and anticipatory 

counting: It subtracts for eigths and nines; for the rest 

i t counts upwards toward the next 10: 11 "" yksi - toista 

~ one -of - the - second' I 12 "" kaks:/. - toista 'two-of - the

second j
, and likewise 21 = yksi-kolmatta 'one-of-the

third' I etc 0 

Danish, as WB have seen (4.2.) shows somewhat 
unsystematic operating regar1ing the tens up to and 

including 40. Beginning with 50 we find a eonsistent 

vigesimal procedure taking the next-higher 20 as a 

reference point, where twenties are counted by ordinals; 

'third, fourth, fifth twenty' and the uneven tens indieated 

by fractioning. The expressions are morphologically 

complex, and there are fuller forms now somewhat archaic, 

and truncated forms, which are more current nowadays. But 

an understanding of the woxkings vf this system roust come 

from the fuller forms, which also underlie the formation of 

the corresponding ordinals (Hurtord 1975:117 ff.): 
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50 = halv-tred -sinds-tyve 
1/2 -third-times-twenty = 2 1/2 x 20 

60 = tre -sinds-tyve 
three-times-twenty = 3 x 20 

70 = halv-fjerd -sinds-tyve 
1/2 -fourth-times-twenty = 3 1/2 x 20 

80 = fir -sinds-tyve 
four-times-tw~nty = 4 x 20 

90 = halv-fem -sinds-tyve 
1/2 -fifth-times-twenty = 4 1/2 x 20 

Onee more we find that this kind of regressivity in 

anticipation is linked up with the notion of base. 

4.3.2. Transitions and rule ehanges 

We hypothesized 

dimensional turning 

(above, 4, • 2 . ) 

points and that 

that bases 

numeration 

dimension with normally more than one turning point. 

a:re 

is a 

In order to substantiate the hypothesis, let us 

inquire somewhat further into the workings of rules with 

regard to bases and their immediate neighborhood. 

Quite frequently, a base marks the change of a 

syntactic and/or semantic rule, as in the German examples 

99 neunundneunzi~ 100 hundert, 101· hundert (und)eins 
introduced above (4.3.1.). Although such rule ehanges are 

frequent around bases in many languages, they are by no 

means necessary. Modern Greek shows a transition around 

base 100 without any intervening ehanges: 99 enenida enea 
(90+9),100 ekat6n, 101 ekat6nena (100+1). 

Regardless of whether a base marks a change of rules 

or not, we find in the neighborhood of bases a number of 

.elosely eonnected phenomena that, albeit not lending 

themselves to absolute generalizations, would nevertheless 

seem to oceur with more than chance frequeney. The 

phenomena are: 1) General irregularities in the 

constituency of the numerals immediately preceding and 
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following the base. 2) Numerals around the base follow a 
rule which differs from the earlier as weIl as from the 

later serialization rules. 3) Coexistence of more than one 

competing options of choice anong different rules (multiple 

choice situation). It is as if we had, around the base, a 

transition zone of turbulences between two series of 

consistent operations. Ws might also compare i t to the 

intermediate stage in the gear-shift between two speeds of 

a car. 

The reason for the turbulences as mentioned under 1) -

3) seems to lie in the particular semiotie status of the 

base as the turning point between serializations: It is, as 

we stated p predominantly iconic, i.e. originating from 

eriteria of similarity, and not deriving from eompositional 

rules of constant serializatiön. It interrupts 

serialization p thereby causing disturbances befors 

ssrialization resumes and either continues the earlier rule 

or follows a different ruls. Interruption as a faetor 

causing turbulences in a transition zone becomes even more 

plausible if we remember that a base potentially allows for 

either progressive or recursive operation. 

With base 10 many languagss show a special rule for 1 

and 12, befors, with 13, serialization goes on along a more 

persistent rule~ 

In the Germanie languages the respective numerals are: 

Gothic ain-lif 11, twa-lif 12, Ge~man elf, zwölf, and their 

etymologies point to cornpounds with the digits for 1 and 2 

and a root *likw- 'to be 1eft over', thus literal1y 'one -

llZft over 0 I 'two - 1eft over' I wi ti. the elliptic base 10 to 

be supplied. After that, seriali continues as 

German dreizehJl 13 j vi erZr"?!111l '~, etc. However I the 

correspönding forms of Li thu~n:ian show tha t the 'left 

ovar' rule for 11 and 12 wa~ an option that could 

eventually be kept further on: 10 d~~imt, 11 venulika, 12 

d'll}lika. 13 trflikil0 14 keturi61ikJl and so forth tl.ll 200 

The respecti va e~ymologiesshow, i.~S in German, compounds 
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wi th the digits as first element, and the root * likw - as 

second. 

Basque (Araujo 1975~141) exhibits 10 hamar as a 

base, and from 11 to 19 compounds with 10 plus digits, From 

13 onwards the comparison with the digits is 

straightforward, for 11 and 12 it is irregular: 

1 bat 1 1 hameka 

2 biga 12 hamabi 

3 hiru 13 hamahiru 

4 lauL- 14 hamalaur 

and so forth through 18. But compare 

9 bederaci with 19 hemereci: 

19 i5 irregular in the vicinity of 20 which constitutes 

another base; the system 1s vigesimal. In this latter case 

the numeral immediately preceding the base i8 affected. -

Comparable irregularities for nume s 11 and 12 and an 

anset of regular serialization with 13 are reported for 

Yukatec Maya (Guitel 1975:396 ff.), 

There may be counter-examples, vize where rule changes 

and/or irregularities occur without the intervention of a 

discernible base. Russian 40 s6rok may be such a ease. The 

preceding decades are 20 dvadcat ' I 30 tridcat', while the 

decades following s6rok are 50 pjat'desjat, 60 sest'desjat. 

Whereas the earlier decades represent composi tional 

contractions of the corresponding digits with the form 10 

desjat', the decades after 40 show an old endingless 

genitive -äesjat. Furthermore, numerals fram 50 to 80 

decline both parts of the composi tion. The origin of 40 

s6rok is a problem of long standing for Slavists. S6rok 

. seems to have replaced an older cetyre des~te ('four tens') 

and occurs only in Russian. Among the numerous etymologies 

the least improbable seems to be related to an old term in 

the trade of furs: In documenta of the 14th and 15th 

century s6rok meant a 'bundle of fourty sable-skins'. Thus, 
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s6rok could be rela ted to sor6~ka I shirt I. Thi s would be 

paralleled by Old Norse serkr 1) I shirt I I 2) '200 furs I 

(Vasmer 1955:698). 

This possibly iconic character of the numeral 40 might 

make one wonder whether s6rok at some time and in some 

circumscribed geographical and sociological area 

constituted a base of a rudimentary, and not very 

sueeessful vigesimal system. Another enigmatie point, in 

the Russian numeral system is 90 devjan6sto whieh 8eems to 

have replaeed an earlier devjatdesjat, preserved in 

Ukrainian. It is a "turbulenee" which, in accordance with 

our generalization, ooeurs in the last deeade preeeding 

base 100. 

Another possible exception may be presented by Welsh (and, 

in a parallel way, by Braton) where, as shown above (4.1.), 

a serialization rule 16 = (1 on (5+10)), 17 = (2 on (5+10>-

19 = (4 on (.5+10) i8 interrupted by 18 := (2x9). HmN'ever g 

the situation may appear le s excepttonal when seen in the 

light of a comparison wi Brston. Here ws havs a 

serialization fram '1 onwards with 16 = (6 10), 17 = 
(7+10L 19 .". (C?I+10), and an intsrr1 .. :ption '>11th 18 triwec'h 

'three six (es) I :: (3J:i:6) 0 Not only 1 s th1 s an option which 

differs from the Weish (2x9)' bnt we have also in Brlston a 

dia,lectal variant for 18 ei tek (8+ 10) wh1ch 1s regular 

(Press 1986:86). All in all we find in these Celtic 

Ianguages a mul tipIs choi.c(~ situation in the neighboring 

18s and 19s of base 20. This would be in aecordance with 

our generalization at the beginning of 4.3.2 .. 

A clear example ::Jf a multiple choice situation in the 

neighborhood of a base is the ease of the last three 

decades a,pproachir',g base 100 in rench and i ts follmving 

dialectal variante: 
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70 

80 

French 

soixante-dix 

'sixty -ten' 

quatre- vingt (s) 

'four -twenties' 

Belgian 

septante 

'seventy' 

Swiss 

septante 

'seventy' 

qua tre- vingt (s) octante/ hui tante 

'four -twenties' 'eighty' 

90 quatre- vingt -dix nonante 

'four -twenty-ten t 'ninety' 

nonante 

'ninety' 

Alledgedly the "fa~on de compter par vingtaines" i5 due to 

Celtic influence. I do not see any cogent reason for this. 

Vigesimal systems can surely arise spontaneously - compare 

the Danish ease, or the ease of English score. It i5 a 

fact, however, that in the older stages of the French 

language the extension of the vigesimal system was far 

greater, encompasing both lower decades, e.g. 60 trois

vingts and higher ones g 120 six- vingts, 140 sept- 'v'ingts g 

apparently up to 360 dix-huit-vingts (Darnourette et Pichon 

1911-1940, Vol.VI:493). Some fossilized relics of these 

stages ha,ve survived to this day: The name of a Paris 

hospi tal is H8pi tal des quinze- vingts; i t was founded in 

the '13th century by Louis IX to accomrnodate 300· blind 

veterans (Ifrah 1981/1986:64). Apart from that o open 

manifestations of vigesimali ty have survi ved only in the 

last two decades preceding 100. Note that 70 soixante-dix 

i8 a rnixture between 

vigesimal terms we 

decimal and vigesimal. In pure 

would expect· trois-vingt-dix. 

Furthermore, the behavior of the intervening digits agree 

wi th the behavior in the earlier decades and is markedly 

different from the behavior in the eighth and nineth 

decade. Compare 

20 vingt 60 soixante 70 soixante-dix 

21 vingt et un 61 soixante et un 71 soixante et onze 

22 vingt-deux 62 soixante-deux 72 soixante-douze 

with 
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80 quatre- vingt (s) 

81 qua tre- vingt- un 

82 quatre-vingt-deux 

90 quatre- vingt-dix 

91 quatre-vingt-onze 

92 quatre-vingt-douze 

Ineidentally, the sequenee 20 vingt, 21 vingt et un, 22 

vingt-deux, 23 vingt-trois is one more example of an 

irregularity in the immediate neighborhood of 20, a base of 

a eycle, where regular serialization resumes with 22. 

5. The diachronie perspectiye 

It is one of our major tenets that the UNI TYP 

dimensions represent a primary locus of language change and 

of typological differentiation within the respective 

domains. The dimension of numeration as outlined above may 

now be added to the ones we studied be fore . It seems to 

offer a particularly favorable testing ground because of 

the strong eonceptual-cognitive support that comes from its 

underlying mathematical structure. major task, herel 

would cODsist in showing that actual historical changes can 

be best understood in ths light of the dimensional 

framework g and g specifical in relation to the three 

dynamic functional principles as pointed out in the 

foregoing: indieativity as the dominant principle in atoms, 

iconicity dominant in bases, and predicativity dominant in 

calculatory operations. If this can be shown it would mean 

that the dimension and i ts consti tuti ve functional 

principles correspond to something that speakers aetually 

do or rather: that g08S on in their heads when they 

construct a dimension like that of numeration. 

Only a few hints can be given here. The task is 

considerable and would require detailed research that 

should preferably start with different stages of one and 

the same language and remain '-Ti thln the limits of one 

particular language family. This shall be done in a 

separate study. 
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The following pairs of opposite dynamic forces seem to 

be at work in the historical changes that are actually 

observed: differentiation vs. assimilation and 

"transparentization" VS. obliteration. The pairs are only 

partly interdependent, and their relation to atoms, bases, 

and calculatory operations is not one-to-one. 

It seems natural that atoms as labels are weakly 

transparent and that their differentiation is of minor 

importance since, at least originally, they are used with 

accompanying gestures . The similari ty between the Russian 

numerals for 7 and 8, and those for 9 and 10 has already 

been mentioned (4.1.); it is doubtlessly due to an 

assimilatory process. Another example would be Latin 4 

quattuor and 5 quinque with initial qu- in botb casas 

whereas the reconstructed IE forms are *kWetwf- for 4 ~ut 

*penkwe- with initial p- for 5. Yeti the opposing force of 

differentiation has been at work in the low numerals of 

Modern German, where, in the special situation of 

telecommu.nication, the old feminine form 2 zwö has been 

reacti vated in order to remedy the disturbing similari ty 

between 2 zwei and 3 drei. 

It seems natural, furthermore, 

representing calculatory operations will 

transparent compositionalitYG and that 

that numerals 

favor . forms wi th 

therefore less 

transparent forms are made more transparent in the course 

of history. An example, presented in more detail below, 

would be the Germanie decades from 20 to 60 as compared to 

the corresponding Indo-European decades reconstructed on 

the converging evidence of Greek, Latin, Celtic, Tocharian, 

and Indo-Iranian (20-50). Yet, calculatory operations 

normally result in serialization u and numerals in aseries 

have some formal elements in comrnon and some elements in 

.which they differ. Occasionally, the common basis carries 

more emphasis than the difference, and then we get 

assimilations. An example would be the decades from 70 to 

90 in some Germanie languages (see below) . 
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As for bases, we have pointed out their iconic or1g1ns 

(4.2.). It is this aspect that will favor transparent 

formations. Yeti we also said that bases are used to work 

on, specifically in the recursive construction of higher 

numerals. From this point of view, it seems plausible that 

their compositionality is of minor importance and becomes 

obliterated. It was furthermore said that bases, in 

accordance with their iconic nature, are subject to 

reinterpretation. An example of an obliteration, and an 

example of reinterpretation, were presented above (4.2.). 

Among the numerous attempts to account for the history 

of Indo-European decad formations and their continuation in 

the Germanie languages there is one highly respe.cted by 

specialists (e.g. Szemerenyi 1960:32 f.) which we shall 

briefly sumrnarize o because it provides pertinent 

illustrations to what has just been outlined: the account 

by F. Sommer (1951 :48 ff.). 

In Germanie on 

approaching se 100 differs markedly from the formation of 

the decads 20 to 60. Thus, in Gothic, WB 20 tlilai 

tiqjus, 30 preis tigjus, 40 fidwor tigjl1s, 50 fimf 

tigjl1s, 60 saihs tigjus. '1:hey contain the plural tigjt's 

(from singular *tigus 'decad') preceded by the 

corresponding digits. The formations are perfectly 

transparent, and, in all likelyhood, th1S transparent 

character is due to an innovation. The motivation for this, 

as hypothesized by Sommer (op.cit. :56) I consisted in the 

completely irregular shape of the digits 2-6, furthermore 

in the dissimilal,'i ty between these and the correspondi,ng 

first members of the decadic compounds, and finally in the 

lack of any recursive stretches in the decads 20-60. 

The decads from 70 onwards and including 100 all end 

in -tehund: Gothic 70 sibuntehund, 80 ahtautehund, 90 

niunt~hund, 100 taihuntehund. These contain the easily 

recognizable digits as first I bu the remainder of 

these formations does not agree with the converging 
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evidence of the other major IE daughter languages and is 

therefore to be considered an innovation. Sommer 

(op.cit.50) sees the starting point in the base 100: An 

equivoca1 situation had arisen there because of the 

Germanie interpreation of the inherited word for 'hundred' 

as 'long hundred' = 120, which we mentioned ear1ier (4.2~). 

The situation ca11ed for a remedy in the sense of more 

precision. It was found in the coinage of Proto-Germanic 

*texuntön xuncl'an, a gen i ti ve syntagm, 1i tera11y • of the 

decads hundred' in contradistinction to the 'hundred of the 

dodecads·. As compared wi th this Proto-Germanic form the 

Gothic continuation 100 taihuntehund presupposes the 

otherwise attested changes -on> -0 > -13. None of the Indo

European sister languages shows comparable formations for 

100. 

An innovated * texuntön xuncfan 'hundred of the decads' 

could as weIl be understood a meani 'ten decads'. There 

was strong formal assonance s 'hundIed' 

and the 1.11heri ted *-xumfa as reconst::::'ucted for the decads 

70 - 90 and meaning 'decad' whi mnst this 

interpretation. Thus, for 90, an inherited Proto-Germanic 

*niun-e(?) -xu12Ja was changed to *12iu12 xunefan. in analogy 

to 100 *texunton xuncfan, and *xunefan In this. remodelied 

form for 90 referred to the decad. F.inally I the numeral s 

for 70 and 80 followed suit. 

To sum UP, the analogical changes started from base 

100 and were motivated by the need for more precision. They 

spread in regression, working backwards till 70. They 

stopped there because the ear1ier decads had a1ready been 

remodelied in the sense of increased transparency. 

If Sommer' s account of these hist'orical changes, can be 

accepted, this wou1d neatly illustrate the dynamism 

connected wi th a base in the construction of a numeral 

system. The dynamism as manifested in diachrony turns out 

to parallel the synchronie dynamism which was pointed out 

under the label of directiona1i ty (4.3. 1 . ). There i t wa~ 
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stated that a base like 100 was an operational base to work 

on and to work from, and that logically there was no reason 

why such working should be unidirectional. Diachronie 

considera tions seem to support the view tha t both 

progressive and regressive constructivism has psychological 

reality. 

The bases were also viewed as turning points in the 

dimension of rmmeration. It remains to be seen how the 

behavior of bases in numeration as characterized in the 

foregoing may cast new light on the nature of turning 

points within the dimensions studied earlier by UNITYP. 
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N Q t e s 

1. On the notion of "packing" , see Hurford (1975:67 ff.). 

2. Five and multiples of five appear to assurne base-like 

functions in Russian in that they represent turning 

points for rule change. On this notion see below 

4.3.2. 

3. Other cases of reinterpretation of bases are cited in 

Greenberg (NS:289 ff.). 

4. Cornpare Greenberg's 

"psychological reality 

(NS: 290) . 

pertinent rernark 

of the notion of 

on the 

a base" 

5. In Greenberg (NS:258) this 1s termed the "going-on" 

operation; Hurford (1975:235) uses the term 

"ove:rcounting" . 
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